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By Clarissa Aljentera
An 18-year-old San Jose State
University student was arrested in
Washburn Hall on Sunday for investigation
of rape.
No charges have officially been filed.
The alleged victim is a high-school-age
acquaintance of the suspect said Detective
Philip Kearney, an Jose State University
Police Departmernt press information officer. The university police have declined to
reveal the alleged victim’s name because
she is a minor.
"I have not reviewed the report and I
don’t know what will be charged," said
Dolores Carr, deputy district attorney. The
suspect’s case is pending a rcview by the
Santa Clara County District Attorney’s
office.
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CSU trustee board
adds student rep
By Daniel Severin
Daily staff writer

About 2 p.m. a Washburn resident assistant heard screams coming from the suspect’s room and called the university police,
Kearney said. When the police arrived they
knocked on the door and the suspect
opened it. Police arrested the suspect and
found the alleged victim. The victim was
then taken to an area hospital for medical
treatment and released later that evening,
according to police reports.
"She was shaking and crying," Kearney
said. "She was rocking back and forth."
The suspect was eventually allowed
back into his residence hall room with an
escort to collect his belongings, Kearney
said. Currently he is barred from campus
for the next two weeks and his academic
status is currently under review.
Students who were living in Washburn
Hall were taken aback by the incident.
"It definitely scared me because he lives
in the dorms," Danielle Chain said.

spray on her key chain just in case.
Students who live in halls other than
Washburn were aware of the incident.
Perla Torres and Amanda Aymami who

Students should soon have an
added voice regarding their education.
A second student representative position has been added to
the California State University
Board of Trustees with a bill
Governor Gray Davis signed into
law August 30.
"This really will benefit students, since most of the trustees
haven’t been students for a long
time and are out of touch with the
life of students," said Leo Davila,
Associated Students president.
There currently is no student
trustee serving on the board,
since the former trustee’s term
ended in June and no successor

See Rape, page 4

See Students, page 8

Chris Preovolos / Spartan Daily

UPD Detective Philip Kearney answers questions at a Tuesday news conference.
"This makes me very nervous," Myra
Valdovinos said. "To find out that he was
living on campus.
"Now that this happened I’m more
aware and I walk with other students."
Valdovinos has started carrying pepper

Jessica Malloy/Spartan Daily

Lorenzini spent Monday working on the sculpture for Welsh’s students in his different ceramics
classes. He explained various techniques he used as he worked.

Molding young minds,
sculpting works of art
By Jason Stull
Daily saff writer

Jessica Malloy /Spartan Daily

an Italian sculptor from Savona, Italy works on a terra-cotta clay sculpture.
Sandro Lorenzini
Lorenzini is a lifelong friend of Stan Welsh, an associate professor in spatial arts. Lorenzini and Welsh
shaped and molded the sculpture, which was used as a demonstration for art and design students attending the workshop Lorenzini gave Monday in the Industrial Studies Building. Lorenzini said the sculpture
could potentially sell for between $7,000 and $8,000.

When Sandra Lorenzini
needed studio space in 1984 to
prepare for a large sculpture
exhibit in San Francisco, he
came to San Jose State
University.
That is when the Italian
sculptor met Stan Welsh, now
an associate professor of art and
design at SJSU, and began a
tradition that has continued
into present day.
Welsh let Lorenzini use some
studio space set aside for graduate students in the program.
Students were allowed to stop
by to chat and see Lorenzini’s
work in-progress.
"I like to work with an open
door," Lorenzini said.
"My studio back home is on
the street level. The students
seeing my work was nice for me.
It was an exchange."
When Lorenzini returned to

Longest serving Daily adviser dies
By Mike Osegueda
Dolly staff writer

Retired journalism professor
Irene Epstein learned a great
deal from Charles Kappen, the
longest serving adviser to the
Spartan Daily at Sin Jose State
University.
She learned patience. She
learned to always keep her
word. And, she said, she learned
not to try to trick students, but

rather to earn their respect.
"He had great knowledge and
the ability to impart that knowledge," Epstein said, "not only to
students, but to everyone else he
met."
Epstein served alongside
Kappen for about half of his 22
years as a Daily adviser.
"He left his mark," Epstein
said. "Anyone I meet now that
was fortunate enough to meet or
study under him, I find that we
have a great deal in common."

Kappen died in a San Jose
hospital on Aug. 25 of a heart
ailment and complications after
a stroke.
"He was sharp all the way to
the end," his son, Chuck Kappen
said. "He knew exactly what was
going on around him, even at 89
years."
Kappen was always one to
know what was going on around
him.
Clyde Lawrence, an SJSU
advertising professor, recalled

Kappen always had a nose for
more than the news his students reported.
"He knew everything that
was going on in that newsroom,"
Lawrence said. "He could spot
things a mile away."
As the adviser through the
1950s and ’60s, Kappen confronted his fair share of controversies.
Chuck Kappen remembers a

See Kappen, page 4

"I like to
work with an
open door.
My studio
back home is
on street
level."
Sandro Lorenzini
sculptor
the United States to visit Welsh,
the two became friends.
Lornzini got reacquainted with
students he knew during his
previous six-month stay and
noticed their works had
changed.
"At first, the students would
make small works, about 20 or

30 centimeters," Lorenzini said.
"When I returned, some had
works three meters high. I saw
that I had an influence on them,
as they did on me."
A few years later, their
friendship would solidify when
the two were assisting in the
opening of a cultural center in
Italy, the Fort izza del Priamar, a
former fortress.
"We had 64 crates with sculptures shipped to the center,"
Welsh said. "But, there was a
problem with customs."
Lorenzini told Welsh they
had 24 hours to set up the show.
"We barely got the show set
up and it took us 12 straight
hours to unpack the works.
Literally, as we were leaving out
the back of the exhibit, hundreds of guests were entering
the grand opening of this huge
cultural center. It was close."
Lorenzini is again visiting
SJSU. On a recent day, the

See Sculptor, page 4

Speaker tackles racism
By Mindy Leigh Griser
Daily staff editor

Described by history professor
Jonathan Roth as one of the century’s greatest historians, Herbert
Aptheker came to San Jose State
University Tuesday to speak to
students about the history of race.
"He’s elderly now, so it’s nice to
get the opportunity to hear him

speak," said Dennis Jaehne, chair
of the communication studies
department at SJSU.
Aptheker, now 84 and a resident of San Jose for more than two
decades, has dedicated more than
65 years as an activist and historian in the struggle to end racism.
"I’m approaching the end," he
said, "so I still want to do what I
can." He wrote more than 80

See Race, page 4
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With high school students
killing each other all over
the country, are metal
detectors necessary to
keep schools safe?
Metal detectors not
the solution to end
violence in schools
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Metal detectors are
a good way to keep
kids safe at school
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schools in the city of
High
San Jose could soon be
inundated with metal
detectors.
Last week, a student at Santa
Teresa High School shot himself
in the chest in the men’s bathroom during the early morning
school hours.
However, there isn’t a need
for those pesky detectors around high schools.
Officials at the school were not only shocked, but panicked about safety on their campus. There were early
talks about options that could curb these specific acts of
violence such as metal detectors or other devices that
can screen for weapons.
Metal detectors wouldn’t be a deterrent for students.
Those annoying little magic wands could not really keep
any kid from bringing a knife through the front doors.
Indeed, they may deter students from bringing a
revolver or perhaps a 12-gauge shotgun, but if students
really wanted to bring dangerous weapons on campus
they could. Students would easily be able to slip
weapons in their baggy pants. Or even figure out a
clever way to get around certain obstacles such as security guards and metal detectors.
Whether that weapon is intended for the purpose of
showing off or hurting someone is another issue. Kids
are smarter than we think and at times can outsmart
even some of the brightest adults when it comes to
deceptive and sneaky behavior.
How hard would it be to slip something in behind the
metal detectors in the back of campus, or maybe
through an open window on a first floor of a building.
At the going price of at least $3,000 for the walk
through metal detectors a school district may not be
able to afford to slap one one of the many doors leading
onto each high school campus.
Students probably don’t want to pull up on their first
day to find metal detectors and hordes of security
guards flocking the campus. The combination of metal
detectors on campus and men in blue make the school
feel more like a prison than a place of learning. Students
would feel more like offenders rather than normal
learners.
Maybe the solution isn’t in metal detectors but in prevention, Perhaps a bit of preventive counseling at the
elementary school level or more parental involvement
within schools would help.
Administrators within the San Jose Unified School
District probably saw the reality of a shooting on campus as a distant thought. Well, those perceptions have
now been marred with the high school suicide.
Students should be given extensive classes regarding
violence and maybe given a real lesson on what guns
can do. Not so much a lesson at the nearest shooting
range but slides or videos on what can happen when
someone is shot or stabbed.
Taking away weapons won’t solve the problem
because people will find a way around that too. Turning
your school into a prison-like environment would be
restricting the academics that take place. And turning
to metal detectors would be like putting a quick fix on a
problem that needs a long term answer.

Metal detectors in public
high schools are a step
in the right direction.
Educators need all the help
they can get restoring schools as
seats of learning and removing
them from the combat zone they
find themselves in all too often.
It’s time to cut the morally
relativistic, permissive baloney
and get real.
In the past 12 months there has been unprecedented
violence, bloodshed and destruction of public property
at high schools throughout the nation.
Installing metal detectors at public high schools is
not an overreaction to recent events.
Not installing metal detectors is an underreaction to
a situation that is clearly out of control by conventional, less obtrusive means.
If metal detectors fall short in California where
schools are built in a sprawling suburban style, then
back them up with other state-of-the-art, high tech
devices such as monitors and surveillance cameras.
They are used everywhere: in shopping malls, public
parking structures even the workplace. Why not high
schools?
Adults pass through metal detectors at public places
such as airports every day and scarcely anyone objects.
Suggestions that the same kinds of devices be installed
in the nation’s public high schools provokes an outcry.
The crux of the debate,is,quickly developing around
high schoolers’ impinged on First and ,Four,th
Amendment rights. First Amendment rights defend
free speech, including dress and conduct while the
Fourth Amendment addresses issues of search and
seizure.
on
Last week’s suicide by an East San Jose teen
school property is just the latest in a series of brutally-violent acts inflicted on and by teenagers.
Homicides, suicides, genocidal rampages, hateful
behavior, foiled plots and other mindbending stories,
otherwise only seen in movies, are becoming all too predictable occurrences.
Just a week before the self-inflicted shooting at
Santa Theresa High School, a group of teens from the
Monterey area prepared to blow up Fort Ord, filming
their activity as they carried out the plan. The copycat
teens were mercifully foiled before their mission
inspired by the movie "The Blair Witch Project" was
accomplished.
Prior to that, the nation was transfixed by a string of
homicidal high school horrors from Columbine to
Kentucky forcing a grim-faced President Clinton to
address the nation in an attempt to quell widespread
fear.
At this stage in the horror, public debates and other
palliatives are way too little, much too late.
What is it going to take to put educators and parents
back in the driver’s seat? A teenage coup &tat?
Extending school hours, tightening up dress codes,
counseling programs, parenting classes and other longterm measures are not without merit. But in the here
and now, the only effective way to protect the innocent
public from injury and prevent major lawsuits, will be
surveillance devices that impose upon the precious freedoms of the few who put the many at serious risk.
Illustration by Cindy Wong

Clarissa Aljentera is a Spartan Daily staff writer

Talking Heads

in some areas it’s probably
necessary, but in most schools
it’s not really needed."

John Herrera
graduate student
English

"It’s going over the limit. It’s
supposed to be a learning
environment. It’s sad we have
to resort to that."
Landon Allen
sophomore
mechanical engineering

Donna Carmichael is a Spartan Daily senior staff writer.

Are metal detectors necessary in high schools?

"Good idea. You can’t be
sure if anyone has a gun with
all the atrocious things happening in our high schools
these days."
Pamela Will
graduate student
French

"I’m glad we didn’t need
them when I was in high
school. It’s a tragedy, but if it
saves lives, then you need it."
Mark Hess
junior
history

Compiled by Lance Analla and photos by Robert Bradshaw

it’s necessary nowadays.
There’s too much school violence."

Steve Garcia
junior
electrical engineering

"It’s a good idea in some
ways. But it’s a scary thought.’

Myra Martinez
sophomore
accounting
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Camping not favorite vacation choice
It sounds like serenity at its
best: The stars above you,
green grass blowing in the
wind, the bright colors of begonias growing wild. Right?
Wrong!
Camping is not my idea of a
vacation.
Don’t get me wrong, I love
nature, but that doesn’t mean
I want to "become one" with it.
What does that mean anyway?
Does it mean freezing your ass off in a tent that
never seems big enough? Or is it having to get out
of that nice, warm sleeping bag (yeah right) for
that adventurous trek to the bathroom in the middle of the night. Oh, maybe it’s grubbing down on
those burnt hot dogs while the wind blows dirt and
sand in your eyes?
Nope, camping does not equal a good time in my
book.
I have been coerced once or twice to partake in
the so-called "romantic camping experience." And
let me just say, it’s not my bag baby.
There’s nothing romantic about having to wear
four layers of clothes to keep warm while sleeping
on rocky dirt.
It doesn’t matter what time of the year you go
camping. Whether it’s July or August, come sunset,
it’s inevitably cold. Campfire smoke blowing in
your eyes is not romantic, and neither is going two
or three days without showering.
My brownie troop dragged my mom and Ito the
crisp, clean mountainous air when I was 9 and the
two of us earned my "little campers" patch together.
We hated every minute of it.
Maybe it was the hike to the stream to get the

Sparta Guide

freezing water we needed to
wash our dishes with. Or was
it the stupid sing-a-long camp
songs that still haunt me at
the smell of any campfire?
I can’t remember exactly,
but I do know the highlight of
our trip was waking up
Sunday morning knowing our
hell would be over by the end
of the day.
This past summer I experienced the ultimate camping experience
Woodstock. If it wasn’t for the music and the media
accommodations, I really don’t think my friends
and I would have made it more than one night.
Well, my friend and fellow Daily editor, Leah, being
a rugged Alaska girl, might be the exception.
In any case, I feel I’ve paid enough camping
dues to last my entire lifetime. I’ll do it once a year
at best, for the mere appreciation of nature.
Anything more than that would be, well, uncivilized.
Call me weird, but I like my nice warm bed. I
enjoy taking showers and I can see grass on any
given day without leaving the confines of my comfortable, urbanized apartment.
So hurry up and make those reservations for
next year’s camping trip. I’ll be down the road at
the local Holiday Inn. And if I happen to be in the
"little camper" spirit, maybe I’ll break out my old
brownie patch and join you for some s’mores.

Mindy Leigh Griser is the Spartan Daily
features editor.
"Repeat After Me" will appear Wednesdays.
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Center
Recruiting services workshop at
12:30 p.m.; Co-op workshop from
5:30 p.m. to 6 p.m.; Co-op resume
critique from 6 p.m. to 7 p.m. in the
Career Center, Building F. For
more information, call 924-6031.
SJSU Ballroom Dance Club
East coast swing beginning and
intermediate lessons and open
dancing. Lesson starts at 7 p.m.,
dancing until 9 p.m. in Spartan
Complex East, room 089. For more
information, call Michelle Lehne at
260-8187.
School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibitions
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the art
and industrial studies buildings.
For more information, call John or
Jenny at 924-4330.
Jewish Student Union Dille!
"What’s a Jew going to do?"
With Rabbi Levy at 2 p.m. at the
Hillel House, 336 E. William St.
between Seventh and Eighth
streets. For more information, call
Lindsay Greensweig at 358-3033
ext. 60.
Concilio
Barbecue celebrating Mexican
and Central American independence from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. at the
Seventh Street plaza barbecue pits.
For more information, call Ignacio
at 229-7631.
Asian American Christian
Fellowship
Carpe Diem at 7:30 p.m. in the
Pacifica room, Student Union. For
more information, call Eli at (510)
770-1903.
SJSU Budo Taklutsu Club
Martial arts training every
Wednesday from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. in
Yoshihiro Uchida Hall, room 202.
For more information, call Garth at
297-7646.
Tau Delta Phi
Tau Delta Phi’s smoker at 6
p.m. in the Loma Prieto room,
Student Union. For more information, call John at 445-5440.

Vietnamese Student Association
Meeting, all students invited,
4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. in the
Constanoan room, Student Union.
For more information, call Bruce
Thein at 322-6093.
M.E.Ch.A.
Weekly meeting at 2:30 p.m. in
the Chicano Resource Center. For
more information, call Miguel
Rodrigues at 938-0429.
Spark. Outde is provadedfree of charge to
students, fiscally and staff The deadline r
entries is noon, three days Softer desired pa I swum. date LaIty Jtscm. are available in the
Spartan Daily Office Space restrictions may
moire editing of submissions.
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Re -Entry Advisory Program
Success at
Brown bag lunch
SJSU with Jane Boyd, REAP
coordinator from 12 p.m. to 1:30
p.m. in the Pacheco room, Student
Union. For more information, cell
Jane Boyd at 924-5950.

State

-,:Jewish college students are eligible for a
41-s-Ilfetime fret trip ltb Isreel,
tNIVhat’s the catch? There isn’t one. It’s our gift to
tollege students who’ve never be
p trip to Israel. Here’s how it works.
lfiebsite and choose v hich pro.
you. And this winter break you n.
stuff like going on an arche
’ &Jerusalem, or relaxing in the Dead Sea. And we’ll pick up the tab. It’s that
wwwisraelexperience.org
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"Protecting
the freedom
of the Spartan
Daily has
always been a
major job, and
he did it magnificently."
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David Heller /Spartan Daily
A grinning Jack Nicholson, from the movie "The Shining,"
glances at a student browsing a poster display in front of the

Race
Continued from pg 1
books, culminating in the recently
published final volume of "A
Documentary History of the
Negro People."
"He has lived and is living a
different kind of life eradicating
racism," said Philip Wander, professor of communication studies.
Aptheker spoke to Wander’s
Communications
130
class,
"Communicating Human Rights."
As the son of a Russian immigrant, Aptheker was influenced by
an African-American nanny who
reared him. But he didn’t
encounter racism until age 13
when he met an African American boy in the south and
was horrified by the boy’s
wretched living conditions.
"I didn’t know such things

existed," said Aptheker, now 84.
After obtaining a Ph.D. from
Columbia University, Aptheker
traveled the country speaking to
and educating college-age students about the struggle against
racism, as well as the causes of
World War II. His wife, Fay, made
this possible by earning the
money for the household.
Aptheker was also an officer in
the Army during the war.
"Hitler destroyed Europe," said
Aptheker. "There wasn’t an infant
left alive in Holland, or a tree left
standing in Belgium."
Students in the communications studies class questioned
Aptheker about the practical
things that can be done to fight
racism. He said the answer centers on behavior.
"One can be careful," he said.
"One should study and learn of
the African-American people of
their history and their struggle. It

Spartan Bookstore. Hundreds of posters have been on sale during the week, and will continue to be sold outside the bookstore

"There wasn’t
an infant left
alive in
Holland, or a
tree left
standing in
Belgium."
Herbert Aptheker
historian
will make you better people if you
do that."
Depriving African-Americans
of their human rights caused
uneven incarceration levels, said
Aptheker, adding that African Americans constitute 11 percent
of the United States but 62 per-

live in Joe West Hall were not
frightened by the crime.
"It doesn’t bother me,"
Aymami said.
Soon after the police took
the suspect from the scene, a
meeting
was
held
for
Washburn Hall residents.
University police met with
the resident assistants and
distributed crime prevention
and awareness tips, Kearney
said.
Currently, University police

cent of its prison population.
"Your duty is to acquaint yourself and learn about racism, and
how it exists today," Aptheker told
the students. "If you do that, you
will participate, black and white
together, in the struggle against
this monstrosity."
Aptheker said it is possible to
end racism and it is a worthwhile
struggle.
"There. has been some positive
change through the struggle," said
Aptheker: "You ’are young and you
have stuff to do. We did some
stuff, but now it’s your turn."
Aptheker offered advice to students on trying to find purpose in
their lives.
"There’s two purposes to life
to find someone you love and to
live together," said Aptheker,
whose wife of 63 years died earlier this year, "and to devote your
life to the positive social struggles."

Sculptor

Rape
Continued from pg 1

reached past journalism.
Kappen was also a nationally.
time in the early %Os when his known coin collector, but Bentel
father had to fight for the Daily’s said he had not known Kappen
right to write about Planned was so respected until their last
Parenthood. Chuck Kappen, him- years together because Kappen
self, attended rallies while the neglected to mention it.
Bentel discovered his colelder Kappen defended his stuleagues interests in coins when
dents’ First Amendment rights.
"They published everything they traveled with their students
they could, but he (Kappen) to Los Angeles for a journalism
always fought behind the scenes convention and Kappen took
so the kids could have freedom of Bentel to a coin shop.
"He went in and asked the
speech," Chuck Kappen said.
Dwight Bentel, founder of the clerk if he had such-and-such
department of Journalism at coin," Bentel said. "The clerk said
he had two or
SJSU,
said
three but he
Kappen always
wanted to hold
had to deal
on to them
with problems
because a guy
and scrutiny
by the name of
that surroundKappen
just
ed a studentwrote a book
run newspaper.
and now their
When Santa
value was going
Clara
to
go up."
University footOther than
ball
players
being a famous
invaded camnumismatist,
pus sororities
Kappen
was
and fraternities
also proud to
prior to a weekhave served his
football
end
country
and
game, a SJSU
Bentel
Dwight
wanted to be
dean warned
Kappen that
founder of department buried at San
Oak Hill
reporting about
of journalism at SJSU Jose’s
Memorial Park
it would cause
with
an
the
football
American flag on his casket,
game to be canceled.
Of course the story would be Chuck Kappen said.
Kappen served in World War II
covered, Bentel quoted Kappen
as having said, because the and the Korean War.
In WWII he was in England
paper’s job was to report the
news, not to worry about football during a "buzz bomb" attack. The
buzz bombs were German rockets
games.
"He was the (scape) goat for all fired at the allies. In Korea, he
was
a public information officer.
kinds of things that people levDespite his many accomplisheled at the paper," a laughing
Bentel said, adding various other ments and experiences, Kappen
incidents in which Kappen took never let his ego get in the way of
the blame for what went on his work, his son said.
"My father didn’t brag a lot,"
behind the doors of the Daily.
"Sometimes he would throw Chuck Kappen said. "But he
himself down in my chair, wipe always had different stories
his brow, and say the kids up about people."
His acquaintances, conversely,
there are going to do something
and I have to get out of there," have a never-ending supply of
Bentel said",
stories about Kiiiipen.
Kapperes dedication to the
"He was a good, solid, intellipaper impressed more than gent instructor," Bentel said.
Bentel.
"Protecting the freedom of the
"He loved to see well -written Spartan Daily has always been a
pieces done by students," major job, and he did it magnifiLawrence said. "It would be his cently."
talk of the day if some really good
Epstein said respect was not
writing came out of the Daily"
only something Kappen taught
Under the direction of her to gain from her students, but
Kappen, the Spartan Daily was also a way in describing Kappen
one of the top ranked newspapers himself.
in the country and won many
"Respect is probably one of the
awards, but Chuck Kappen said greatest words that comes to
his father’s accomplishments mind," she said.
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aren’t holding meetings and
prevention classes at the other
residence halls and that will be
left up to the residence hall
directors, Kearney said.
Kearney believes this is an
isolated incident and according
to him there haven’t been
problems in the past.
In the past three years,
there have been five reported
incidents of forcible rape,
according to the Annual
Campus Security Report.
University police will still
patrol on foot in the residence

halls along with the escort service, which they provided prior
to the alleged rape.
The escorts are a service
provided to the campus community seven days a week.
Students who need someone to
walk with them back to their
cars or their dorm room’s can
call UPD or pick up a blue light
phone and an officer or an
escort employed with the university police will accompany
them within a one-block radius
of campus, according to
Kearney.

Read the
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sculptor could be found in the
Industrial Studies building room
221 chatting with students about
firing temperatures, molding
techniques and topics related to
sculpture.
"Having foreign artists come to
talk to us is always good," said
John Zimmerman, a ceramics
graduate student. "They always
have a new perspective, and show
you a new way to look at something."
Zimmerman will help set up
Lorenzini’s displays on his current visit.
Lorenzini has published a book
in Italy, "Sandro Lorenzini: Tra II
Disperato E II Sublime (Between

created things on Earth. As a
stout figure sitting on a bronze
throne, the sculpture of Adam sat
wand in hand fig leaf neatly in
place going about his duties as
the only person on Earth.
Lorenzini does not intend for
his sculptures to copy nature in
its literal form. But rather they
are a reflection of how he sees it.
Lorenzini’s clay sculpture on
display in the studio recently used
numerous birds and had the same
modern qualities about it.

CPR

American Heart
Association..
Nr.19amim

the Desperate and the Sublime," a
visual documentation of a recent
show in Italy. Some of the pieces
seen in the book were in an outdoor display. A few were suspended from trees, set in bamboo
groves or set high atop thin poles.
Many influences can be cited in
his works, Lorenzini said, but a
strong African influence is seen in
the book.
An example from the book
shows biblical Adam as he went
about naming the various newly
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GET PUBLISHED!
Writers Photographers & Illustrators
Access, San Jose States award winning magazine Is looking for
contributors for our Spring 2000 Issue. VVhat a perfect way to enhance
to your portfolio!

EARN UP TO $1000
By Posting
Your Lecture Notes
Online
408 727-5127 or
Contact:
jobstastudy247.corr
www.studv24-7.com
revolutionizing
the way students
study on the web

Submit your queries and portfolios to Room DBH 213

law

far aro

PEACE
CORPS
you willing to go to sake s duff.

Deadline for queries is Wed. September 22 at noon
Deadline for portfolios Mon. September 27 at noon

CC

If you have questions or for more Information,call Access magazine at
408-924-3280

1:00 pM, Studilt
AM.
7:30 pm, Internatignal H016, 36OS11th
www.peisoeoorps.goT

1400-424-8580-

You want the knowledge and we can help you get it We’re netLibrary We’re thousands of books online
As in ready to read, research and save you time and effort. We call them eBooks
and they’re right on your COMputer 24/7 Ask your campus librarian or check us out at

www.netLibrary.com

GET TO THE GOOD PART.

SPORTS
San

Jose

State

University
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partan Football Notebook

Ready for ’home-cooking’
tured an 18-6 victory.
The Gaels will also be the
first opponent the Spartans
have had outside of the I-A
level since 1982, when they
defeated the D-II Santa Clara
University 40-0.
Student tickets for the
game are available at the
Event Center Box Office free
of charge for the first 5,000
students with a valid student
identification card.

By Mike Osegueda
Daily stall write,

After trekking across the
country for two weeks, the
Spartan football team kicks
season
home
off their
Saturday against St. Mary’s
College.
The team
was greeted
with a cake
that read,
"Now that
No sacks allowed
you’ve got
the money,
One question surrounding
welcome to
the home- the Spartans’ offense coming
into this season was the
cooking."
After youthful offensive line that
Baldwin
bumping would have to protect quarhelmets terback Chris Kasteler.
The protection held up
with Division I heavyweights
Louisiana State University Saturday as the offensive line
the didn’t allow a single sack of
and
the
Colorado,
Spartans collected $800,000, Kasteler.
They also paved the way for
and now return home for a
game which could easily be Deonce Whitaker’s 132
yards rushing and Kasteler’s
overlooked.
However,
according to 209 passing yards.
The offensive line is
Dave Baldwin, San Jose
State University’s head coach, anchored by Chris Fe’esago,
who
is the only offensive linetheir contest with the Division
I -AA St. Mary’s Gaels will be man who has experience as a
starter at a major college
anything but a cakewalk.
"We’re not underestimating level. Fe’esago, 19, started last
them," Baldwin said. "We have year before he was sidelined
to play to the level where we with an injury.
The other members of the
think we are capable of winoffensive line are junior colning."
Baldwin pointed out that lege transfers, while the
after the Spartans’ 63-35 loss returners were either backups
to the Colorado, they are yet to or redshirted last season.
"We’re just trying to build
put a notch in the victory colpride within our unit," Provost
umn this season.
The Gaels, on the other said. "We know we’re underhand, cleaned Humboldt sized, but we just go out there
and compete."
State’s clock last week, 40-3.
Baldwin is no stranger with
St. Mary’s head coach Mike Whitaker 10th in
Rasmussen, and he is sure
that Rasmussen will have nation
some tricks up his sleeve.
Whitaker’s 132 yards on the
Baldwin met Rasmussen’s
Gaels when he headed CSU ground marked the fifth time
Northridge and afterwards in his career that he has
asked not to play St. Mary’s rushed for more than 100
yards and
the next season.
is his secBaldwin noted how much
ond centuthe Spartans were hurt by
ry -mark
Colorado’s use of option plays
per
and expects to see much of the
this
package
from
same offensive
season and
the Gaels.
third
"They’re going to run option
straight
at us," Baldwin said.
dating back
Stopping the Option and
to last year.
playing a tight defense will be
With a
the keys for success Saturday.
total of 308
Baldwin said they will need to Whitaker
yards on 36
neutralize the Gaels’ tailback,
carries, Whitaker ranks as the
Brandin Young.
Also, the secondary will 10th in the nation in rushing
have to step up when they are and 12th in the nation in allpurpose running.
playing man coverage.
When he comes out of the
While the key may come on
the defensive side of the ball, backfield on Saturday against
the offense isn’t looking past St. Mary’s, he could be the
first Spartan to rush for more
St. Mary’s either.
"I’m going to take it the than 100 yards in four consecsame as if it was LSU," fresh- utive games since Nathan
man
right
tackle
Tim DuPree in 1992.
Whitaker ran for 169 yards
Provost said. "I’m actually
more nervous, it’s the first in the series opener with LSU,
and
finished last season with
time playing in front of our
home crowd."
a career-high of 176 yards
State
Fresno
This meeting will be the against
first for the two teams since University in the Spartans’
1950, when the Spartans cap- season finale

24-year-old boxer dies
NORTH KANSAS CITY, Mo.
(AP) NABF supermiddleweight
champion Randle Carver died
Tuesday, two days after losing
consciousness in a title defense at
Harrah’s North Kansas City
Casino. He was 24.
Carver, who had been in critical condition since undergoing
emergency brain surgery late
Sunday, went down in the 10th
round of a 12-round bout ssith
Kabary Salem. Family and
friends had huddled at North
Kansas City Hospital as Carver
was kept on life support until he
died Tuesday morning.
Carver, who was repeatedly

head -butted in the early rounds of
Sunday’s fight, fell sluggishly to
the canvas in the 10th round after
taking an overhand right and a
straight left from Salem. He tried
on four occasions to get up, but
could not even get up on his knees
as he lost for the first time in his
career.
Carver’s eyes appeared to go
back in his head, and he lost consciousness. He was rushed to the
hospital.
Carver, won the NABF super
middleweight championship at
the casino last year. He brought a
23-0-1 record to Sunday night’s
championship fight.
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San Jose Giants’ infielder Ismael Reynoso steals second base in the
first inning of Monday’s game at Municipal Stadium. Esteban German,

DUEL
AT
MUNI
Modesto takes fourth game only
to suffer 3-2 defeat at the hands
of San Jose Giants Tuesday

Sanders wants back in NFL
The Associated Press
Barry Sanders is interested in
returning to the NFL but not with
the Detroit Lions, ESPN reported
Tuesday on its Web site.
The star running back, who
retired in July, has offered to repay
$5.4 million of his signing bonus if
the Lions release or trade him this
season, ESPN said. David Ware,
Sanders agent, said he made the
offer to Detroit on Monday but
that the team rejected it.
"I think he’s ready to consider
it, in the right situation," Ware
said. ’But the right situation irtnot
the Detroit Lions. His career is finished there."
The 31 -year-old Sanders ’definitely would return," if the Lions
would accommodate him, a source
close to the running back told
ESPN.
Detroit filed a grievance last
week to recover $5.4 million of the

$11 million signing bonus Sanders
got when he signed a five-year contract in 1997. Sanders, who needs
only 1,458 yards to break Walter
Payton’s career rushing record,
disagrees with Detroit’s claim that
he is required to repay a portion of
the bonus if he doesn’t play.
Sanders did not collect a $1.7
million deferred payment due this
fall on the original bonus.
"We think this thing could go
either way with an arbitrator,"
Ware said. "The fact that the Lions
have pursued this course has
burned any bridge, any possibility,
that he would return to the club.
But Barry will write the check
right now if they’ll let him go or
trade him."
Ware told ESPN he has contacted three Lions officials, including
club owner William Clay Ford, asking to be released or traded if he
repays the portion of the bonus.

Robert Bradshaw/Spartan Daily
Modesto A’s second baseman, was unable to catch the throw. Reynoso
went on to steal third.
By Franklin Leiva
Daily senior staff writer
There’s a famous line in the
movie "Mad Max: Beyond the
Thunderdome."
Tina Turners tells Mel Gibson
before fighting a monster in the
giant cage in a deadly duel: "two
come in, only one comes out."
The last two playoff games
between the San Jose Giants and
Modesto Ns were much the same
way.
The Giants’ 3-2 win Tuesday in
Modesto for the Northern Division
championship and a chance to
play for the California League
Championship capped off a tight
series highlighted by Monday’s
game at Municipal Stadium.
Both the Giants and A’s
deserved to win, but the Giants
emerged the losers Monday.
A’s left fielder Eric Byrne’s single in the top of the ninth inning
scored Esteban German from
third in the A’s 1-0 victory over the
Giants.
The A’s victory evened the
North Division playoff series of
the California League to 2-2 in the
best-of-five series.
The game was a pitching duel
between the Giants’ starting
pitcher Jeff Urban and the A’s
Mark Seaver.
Ironically, neither of them was
involved in the deciding plays in
the game.
Urban pitched eight scoreless
innings, allowed four hits and

struck out five.
Seaver pitched seven scoreless
innings, allowed four hits and
fanned six.
The Giants wasted scoring
chances leaving seven runners on
base, while the A’s left only three.
German opened the ninth with
a single off reliever Begji Miller.
What followed was a weird
series of events.
Rafael Pujols laid down a sacrifice bunt to advance the runner to
second. Miller tried to tag Pujols
who hit the pitcher in the process.
The ball rolled towards first
and second baseman Will Otero
took it and stepped on first to
record the out.
.
Miller stayed down on the
ground hurt, due to the collision.
Miller was able to continue, but
his first pitch was a wild pitch
that helped advance German to
third who was later brought home
by Byrne’s game winning single.
Byrnes, who was the California
League batting champion with a
.337 batting average, said this was
a chance for redemption after losing the College World Series with
the UCLA earlier in his career.
"This was my first professional
baseball game that I helped
decide," Byrnes said. "It’s crunch
time. I just did whatever I had to
do to help my team win. It was a
team effort."
The Giants will play the winner
of the San Bernardino and Rancho
Cucamonga series for the
California League championship.
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Apply on the web
and get up to ne, of
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time just for applying.
Apply on the internet
and get an additional
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by phone.)

Get a S% rebate
towards calling on
all purchases.’
No annual fee.
No credit history
required.
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EMPLOYMENT
REPUTABLE MONTESSORI has
openings for following positions:
DAYCARE STAFF PERSON
Part-Time (2:30-6:30). Working
with elementary aged chiklren.
INFANT TEACHER ASSISTANT
Full or Part -Time. Must have
6 ECE units.
Contact Lisa at 408-723-5140.
PT RECREATION TEACHER:
Assist in leading after school prog.
Must be able to carry out games
& outdoor activities. Min. 6 units
in child development or recreation.
Call Gardner Children’s Center
408-998.1343.
PR WRITER NEEDED: Must
have solid writing using AP style.
Must be creative & organized.
WEB experience a plus. Flexible
hours. $12. $14/hour. De Anza
College. Call 408-864.8672.

FAX: 408-924-3282

Retail
SAM JOSE &
Las GATOS
Work with the best coffee beans
and the best human beans. Our
South Bay stores are currently
interviewing for part-time (21-35
hrs/wk) retail sales & full-time
assistant manager positions.
Competitive pay, medical, including, prescription. chiropractic, and
vision, dental, domestic partner
coverage, 401(k), paid vacation &
sick time. discounts, & advancement opportunities. Please apply
at 2035 Camden Avenue, 1330 El
Paseo, or 1140 Lincoln Avenue.
Suite C in San Jose, or 798-1
Blossom Hill Road in Los Gatos:
or send your resume and cover
letter to: Zabed Choudhury, Peet’s
Coffee & Tea. P.O. Box 12509.
Berkeley. CA 94712-3509.
We encourage applications
from people of all ages, races
& ethnic backgrounds.
PEET’S
COFFEE & TEA
WWW. peels .com

COPYEDITOR: P/T. Copyedit /proof
manuscripts for local publisher.
Fax resume and cover letter to
Liz Asborno. 408-287-8748.
P/T POSITIONS AVAIL TO TUTOR
Pre-School aged children with
autism. Will Train. $12/hr. Call
408-9379580.
TRANSPORTATION - Schedule
transportation for seniors/
disabled. Heavy phone use,
data entry experience. F/T. Some
week-ends. Excellent benefits.
$8.99 per hour. Apply at 97 E.
Brokaw Rd. #140. San Jose.
CLERICAL PERSON Part-Tkne
Microsoft, Excel & general office
work, etc. For more info call Kevin
Crowley 408-267-1665.
TUTORS NEEDED: Earn, H.S.
subjects. Earn $15 $20/hour.
Jack or Joan. (408)227-0685.
RESPONSIBLE FUN BIG SISTER/
NANNY for my 9th grade daughter.
after school, flexible days 3-6pm.
$1004150/ak LDS Gatos Jeff. days:
408-5465983. eves: 3567128.
WAREHOUSE POSITION
AVAILABLE MONDAY FRIDAY
Part/Full Time 10am. to 7pm.
Detail Oriented Order Puller
$7.00 Per Hour
WO* for a company that
its staff.
appreciates
truly
Apply in person.
Sam.
to 5pm.
Monday - Friday
1404 S. 7th St. San lose
8
Corner of 7th & na.
AREA ORIENTATION Tour Guides
needed. Must have reliable car
Call Briar 650/312 1610.

DRAFTING: Knowledge of Aced
R14 usage 12 16 hr wk. Flexible.
Near SJSU. Pay rate negotiable.
Dan Veronda 408-993-0560
Ext 107 or fax 408-292-8887.
ckerondakcspartanengineeringotim

TEACHER’S AIDE, after school
child care program, 2-6pm M-F.
Call Gardner Children’s Center.
998-1343. Immediate opening.
Child [ley, rec. human performance
majors encouraged to apply. EOE.

WANTED 29 PEOPLE
to get $$ PAID $S
to lose up to 30 lbs.
in the next 30 days.
Natural. Guaranteed.
Call (408) 793-5256.

DO YOU WANT TO BE A MODEL?
Call 408-437-7722 Today.
Or Wsit vvvirveArnencanModetnet.

TEACHER / THERAPIST to work
in behavioral program in both
school & home environments.
Emphasis on development and
acquisition of communication and
play skills. Psychology, Child Des.
Occupational Therapy, & Special
Ed backgrounds are desirable.
Excellent refs working w/ children
required. Full & part time avail.
Salary negotiable. Must have car.
Fax resume 408/3569551.

DIRECTORS, ASST. DIRECTORS,
TEACHERS, & AIDES
Thinking about a career working
with children? The YMCA of Santa
Clara Valley is now hiring for
Preschool & School-Age Childcare
Centers in San Jose, Cupertino,
Santa Clara. Los Gatos, Saratoga,
Campbell, Evergreen, Milpitas &
Berryessa. Full and part-time
positions available. Hours flexible
around school. Fun staff teams.
great experience in working with
children, career advancement,
and good training opportunities.
Teachers require minimum 6 units
in ECE, education, recreation,
psychology, sociology, physical
education and/or other related
fields. Please call Beth Profio at
408-291-8894 for information and
locations.

NEED RECEPTIONIST SKILLS
for a high-tech startup!
2-3/yrs. experience;
trustworthy; high energy &
positive attitude. F/T some
flexibility, start 89.50-$10.50 doe.
Fax resume 408-727-5078 or
call 408-727-5077 ext 500.
vw4w.icompression.com
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS Si Area
Clerical, Technical, Full-time.
Call Lupe 408/942-8866 or email
lupe@electroninstafllng.com.
CASHIERS NEEDED, mornings
required. Apply in person IT 1260
E. Santa Clara St. S.J. or fax
resume to Sean @ 408-287-0423.

WAITPERSON NEEDED
Eve. & Wknd. Shifts Available
Salary + Tips
Friendly Fun Environment
Apply in Person
BRITANNIA ARMS
5027 Almaden Exp. San Jose

ADMINISTRATIVE /ASSIST.
Small consulting services co in
WAREHOUSE/SHIPPING
San Jose seeks a FT person
No experience required
w/exec phone skills. PC skills.
*Very flexible schedule
admin experience, HR or high-tech Pay according to eirerience
background a plus plus.
Please fax resume to 408-2718604.
Excellent benefits. Fax resume to:
408.2989701, Cindy.
DELNERY DRIVERS WANTED!
Eam $200 every weekend.
P/T INSTRUCTORS - PARTY
Must have reliable truck & ins.
Lifting required.
ENTERTAINERS. Fun Science
programs. Need reliable car &
408-292-7876
exper. w/kids. Excellent pay! Will
train. Mad Science 408/262-5437. TELEMARKETING Part/Full-Time
Newspaper Subscriptions. Hourly
BABYSITTER NEEDED Afternoons, + bonus. Weekend shifts avail. 5
3-5 days/week, for 3 & 6 year olds blocks from SJSU. Near light rail.
in my Cupertino home. English Media Promotions 408-494.0200.
speaking, non-smoking, own transportation. Call 4082553844.
AUTISM ASSISTANT
STUDENTS NEEDED TO WORK
RECEPTIONIST P/T
with our 2 1/2 year old autistk child.
Downtown Real Estate office.
We have an intensive home proLight Phones, Data Entry.
gram based on applied behavior
Call Annie 0,408-534-2119.
analysis & the skillful use of
positive reinforcement (Lovaas
TUTORING POSITIONS available. Method).
Flex hrs. $20/hr. Experience:
Professional training will be
teaching/tutoring reading, English, provided by Autism Partnership.
math all levels. Call A-OK,Tutoring Academic credit may be avail.
408-363-8902.
Flex hours: Mornings. Afternoons,
Eves or Wknds (approx. 10hrs/wk)
BEHAVIORAL THERAPIST wanted Located in San Jose, near Evergreen
for 3 year old autistic boy. NO Valley College. Please call Manju
experience required. 251-5466.
at 408-270-4219.
PART-TIME WAITER/WAITRESS
Seeking friendly. energetic individual to wait tables at a casual
Asian food restaurant in SanJose.
If you are outgoing. service-oriented and interested in earning cash
wages plus tips and meals.
please call us. Lunch shift.
approx. llarn- 2pm and occasional weekend nights. Restaurant is
located on Blossom Hill Rd, just
outside of Los Gatos. Easy
access from 85 and 87. Call for
interview: 408358-2525.

RETAIL SALES Want to have
DAYCARE TEACHERS.
fun? Work with a GREAT TEAM?
K-8 school seeks responsible
Sell quality products? Call Now! individuals for extended daycare.
School Schedule Friendly. Cindy P/T in the afternoon. No ECE units
408-244-7370. Valley Fair Mall. required. Previous experience with
children preferred. Please call
2441968 x 16
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES. Graphic
Designers & Writers wanted for
weekly newspaper. PT & InternACUFACTS SECURITY
ship available. Call 408-928-1750
GREAT JOB FOR STUDENTS!
Full & part time positions available
or fax resume to 408-928-1757.
Paid training
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR Full/Part
Excellent benefits
Time. Will train. Flex hours. Call
No expenence necessary
Apply in person at
408-363-4182.
555 D Meridian Ave. San Jose
DIRECT SALES MARKETING, Or call Laurie at 408-286-5880.
International Golf Co. SJSU
location. $10-$30 per hour, part
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
or full time. Morning or aftemoon.
Call 971-1645.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown San Jose.
Inner City Express.
CASHIERS NEEDED to work @
remodeled 4th & Santa Clara 22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
Chevmn. All shifts avail. Full or parttime. Ask for Ofelia
295-3964 FOOD SERWCEEspresso BerHoet
or fax resume to 295-4659.
FT & PT positions avail, in busy
family style restaurant in Sunyvl.
DATA ENTRY
All shifts avail. Flex hrs. $9.25/hr.
Perfect part-time job for student. to start. Call 408-733-9446 or
Call ASAP 360-1370
522-3802. Ask for Mgr.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circular’s. Free
information. Call 202-452-5901.
LIBRARY
Full-Time / Part-Time Positions
Available Throughout CA.
Librarians. Assts. & Clerks
Library Education/Experience.
Visit us at www.aimusa.com
SOUTHWEST YMCA is hiring
Preschool & School Age Asst.
Directors, Teachers and Aides.
PT 8, FT with excellent benefits
Call 370-1877 x 29.
STUDENT JOBS, Paid InterneNps
or financial aid at nationwide
company, part-time or full-time.
Knstie 360-1370.
TEACHERS INSTRUCTORS
P/T Instructors Elem. Schools.
Degree / Credential NOT Required.
Opportunity for teaching exp. Need
Car. VU: (408)287-4170 ext. 408.
EOE/ME
SWIM INSTR & LIFEGUARDS
wanted. Fun environment, close to
SJSU. Indoor & outdoor pools. Rex
hours.CentralYMCA2981717x34.
COMPUTER TECHNICIAN - P/T
Experience required
Very flexible schedule
Pay according to experience
Please fax resume to 40132718604.

FOOD SERVICE POSITIONS
Immediate Openings
Spartan Shops Inc. located on
the SJSU campus is recruiting
for part-time positions in the
Food Services Dept. Enjoy the
prestigious surroundings of the
university campus and our
beautiful new facilities featuring
Sbarro’s Restaurant, Burger King.
Jambe Juice & Market Cafe.
Fast paced environments. ’High
energy level & a smile required.
AM & PM Shifts Available
$6.50- $7.00 (8 hr shifts)
Burger King:
Cashiers - Line Servers Cook
Jambe Juice Team member:
Bussers
Apply in person: Spartan Shops
Dining Services, SJSU. Bldg k37
facing 7th St. (408) 924-1862.
EARN EXTRA CASH $
Up to $600/month
Become a Sperm Donor
Healthy males. 19-40 years old
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
6563241900, M-F, 8-4:30.
MWM
NASA STUDY
Opportunity to
participate in NASA sponsored
biologi experiment. Apaaerriatery 25
volunteers are needed to assist in
testing the efficiency of air Creation in
an experimental biohabitat, beginning
Sept. 15 through Oct. 4,1999 for 20
tests. Volunteers will be selected for
their ability to sense/sr-ell a series
of odor standards. Selected
participants will receive $15 for each
test successfully completed & a
bonus of $5 per test if a subject
core:469es 11 20 tests. Commitment
will include 22 days, every am. from
6:368:30. Interested parties should
call Cliff Young 01 4089244853 or
D. C. Holley eb 9244844. There will
be a preliminary odor screening at
NASA /Ames Research Center in
Mtn. View at a time TBA.

INSURANCE
BEST RATES
on
AUTO INSURANCE
Free Phone Quotes
No Driver Refused
454’s
Accidents
Cancelled
Tickets
D.U.I.
SR. Filing
Good Student Discount
Call us now
408-244-9100
Barn - 8pm Mon - Sat
ALL-COVERAGE INSURANCE

ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
PLUS seeking Infant. Toddler, and
Preschool Teaches and Aides. F/f &
P/T positions available. Substitute
positions are also available that
offer flexible hours. ECE units are
AUTO INSURANCE
required for teacher positions but
Campus Insurance Service
not required for Aide positions.
Special Student Programs
Excellent oppportunity for Child
Serving SJSU for 20 years
Development majors. Please call
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
Cathy for interview at 2441968 or
’Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers’
fax resume to 2447350.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS:
"Good Students" ’Educators"
NURSING - 100 JOB OPENINGS
’Engineers" "Scientists"
START NOW!! Sunday- Saturday,
CALL TODAY 2965270
All Shifts Available, Your Choice.
FREE QUOTE
Wage: Min. - Max.
NO HASSLE
CNA: $10.50 $14.00
NO OBLIGATION
LVN: $18.50 - $24.00
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
RN: $22.00- $35.00
Requirements: Must have a
current Nursing Certificate or
SERVICES
License, CPR experience in a
long term care and Acute facility.
WRITING HELP:
Must have good communication
Highest quality writing, editing,
skills and be reliable.
ghostwriting. Essays, application
Contact: POWER PERSONNEL
statements, reports, etc.
Debbie Robinson or Michele Gayoba
Please call Dave Bolick,M.A. at
Two N. Market St. Ste. #410. SJ.
(510) 601-9554 or
Phn: 408-283-9144
email bolickObest.com
Fax: 408-283-9148
VISA/MasterCard accepted.
SECURfTY
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
Only $57.00 per year.
We will train you. Student Fnendly.
Save 3096- 60%
F/T, P/T. Weekdays & Weekends.
on your dental needs.
Graveyard
Shifts.
Swing &
For info call 1-800-655.3225.
Flexible Schedule.
408-247-4827

DAILY CLASSIFIED - Loot’,
___ RATES FOR NATIONAL /AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
Ore
Day
$5

Iwo
Days
$7

"Three
Days
$9

Four
Days
$11

Please check
one classification:

Neme

Five
Days
$13

Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day.
Certain advertisements In
these columns may raw the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
regarded that. *Aim medial
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sendag
money foe goods or services.
In addition, resders should
carefully investigate all flans
offering empirryment listings
orcoupons for discount
wagons or merchendlee.

TEACHERS, AIDES and SUBS
NEEDEDI Enjoy working with kids?
Join the team at Small World
Schools and get great experience
working with kids ages 5 12.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS offers
comcetitive pay, excellent training,
and a fun work environment.
FT and PT available. Call (408)
283-9200 ext. 21.

VALET PARKERS - Part-time, VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS
evenings & weekends in Los
Ambitious & energetic people
Gatos and Saratoga. Must be needed, FT/PT. Earn $8$15 per
neat in appearance with good hour (average). Flexible, will work
customer service skills. Must be
around your school schedule.
able to drive a 5 speed and have Lots of fun and earn good money.
a valid CDL. Immediate opening &
Call (408)867-7275, leave
flexible schedules available. Earn
voicemail or email us at
$10 to $15 per hour with tips. vervv.corinthianparking.com. Leave
Please call (800) 825-3871. name and number where you can
be contacted.
NUDE MODELS wanted for drawing Golden Gate Valet.
/painting classes. School of Art &
CHILD DEVELOPMENT INC.
Design. $10.50/hr. Al body types.
For Part-Time and
Apply in Art 125. 924-4354.
Full -Time Positions, call
offers positions for:
Directors Assistant Directors
HALLMARK PERSONNEL
Teachers Teacher Aides
HOTEL DE ANZA seeks averring
Fast placement, no fees
FT & PT opportunities available
manager, bellperson & am server. Office jobs in local companies
working with infant/toddler.
Fax resume 408/2862087.
Students/grads/career change
preschool & school age children.
Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct Hire
CDI/CDC offers a competitive
LAW OFFICE COURT RUNNER
San Jose to San Mateo
salary, excellent benefits package
$7/hr. Flexible hours. Car & gas
Phone. 1650) 325-1133
to FT & PT employees and an
provided. Need good driving
Fax: 16501 325-3639
enriching work environment. For
www.hallmarkpersonnel.com
record. 244-4200.
positions avail at our centers in:
San Jews, Sumyvale, Los Altos,
TEMPORARY FOOD SERVICE
LOOKING FOR TUTORS
POSITION: Pot/Dishwasher
to work with a language and social Campbell, Saratoga, Cupertino,
Morgan HIN & Redwood City
skills delayed child. Training
Spartan Shops Inc. located on
call (406) 371-990() a
the SJSU campus has part-time provided. $12 per hour. Call I5m
tertiaries to (408)371-7685
@ 408/2639218.
Pot & Dishwasher position avail
e-mail: janderson@cdicdc.org
in the Dining Common. Evenings.
Mon. - Fri. $7.00 per hour. Call RECEPTIONIST/ACCOUNTING For more info about CDI/CDC &
qualifications, call our 24 Hour
Small Co. F, T. M.F. Good comp,
924-1736 or "24-1846
phone & people skills friendly. Jobline @ 1-888-9-CDICDC. EOE
!mined.
benefits.
ENGLISH TUTORS WANTED Office salary &
part time weekirdy. Need car. opening. call Jen 408-993-0560 INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES Spec. Ed
& Regular Class $8.60-511.52 hr.
Native Engfish or Japarre:ie speakers ext 105 or fax 408-292-8887.
Saratoga School District.
only. $15/hour. 371 71 77.
WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY Cl 8673424x504 for application
& information. Immediate Need.
& LOVE CHILDREN??
GROOMS ASST/KENNEL
TOP PAY!
needed for small, exclusive
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
Immediate temp/perm
shop and kennel. PT. Tues-Sat.
Los Gatos -Saratoga Rec. Dept
substitute positions as
Must be reliable. honest, able to
Elementary School Age Recreation
TEACHERS or ASSISTANTS
do physical work. Exp. working
prog. P/T hrs. 2-6pm, M.F. A few
at After School Programs,
w/dogs preferred. but will train.
positions avail approx 7am-11am.
Day Care Centers, Etc.
Great oppty for dog lover! $6.50 hr.
XInt salary. no ECE units req.
(408) 8668550
Can FAX resume to 408/3770109
Call Janet 354-8700 x223.
or Call 371-9115.

3 lines

University

State

FfffigeWa_12111ceeffill:
20 consecutive issues receive 10% off.
40 consecutive issues: receive 20% off.
50 consecubve issues. receive 25% off.
Local rats, apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
end SJSU students, staff & faculty.
First line in bold tor no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set ic bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word

Address
Cry S Sure

I v code

Phone

Send check or money order to (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Joss, CA 951910
Classified desk is located In Dwight Bentel Hall, RCOM 209.
le Deadline 10-00 a.m, two weekdays before publication
II All ads are prepaid. U No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates Ion consecutive publication dates only.
QUESTIONS? CALL (408)921-3277

_Lost and Found’
Announcements
_Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
__Events
__Volunteers
For Sale
Autos For Sale
Electronics
Wanted
Employment
Opportunities

_ Rental Housing
_ Shared Housing
Real Estate
Services
_ Health/Beauty
_Sports/Theis
_Insurance
_Entertainment

Travel
-T
Word Processing
Scholarships

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF. Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses.
Ads must be 1...a;ed in person in DBH 209 front 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED.
Lost & Found ads an offered free as a service to the campus community.
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COMPUTERS

HOUSE FOR RENT IN EVERGREEN

Erc,

PENTIUM NOTEBOOKS
from $399.95.
1000’s of Games from $9.95
%WAY .sofhvareandstuff.com
Software & Stuff
5004 Lawrence Exp. Sunnyvale.
408737-2372.

area, near Wintry & White. 4 bdrm,
2 bath. family & living rms. patio
& backyard. No pets. $2000/mo.
+ $700 dep. Call 408-885-0929.

SPACIOUS 1 & 2 DORM APTS.
Live in luxury and walk to school!
We offer a pool, spa. suana,
full gm, on-site management, all
AUTOS FOR SALE
appliances includedoentral A/C.
Stop by today for a tour.
84 RABBIT CONVERTIBLE black,
Open Monday thru Saturday.
automatic. stereo, CD. Runs glee.
THE COLANNADE
Asking $2.250. Paul 7294824.
201 So 4th St. (408)279-3639.
90 ACURA LEGEND, Red, Fast.
Lowered w/custom 16" rims.
Maintainance up to date. Fully
SHARED HOUSING
loaded re/leather. $6800 obo.
ROOM FOR RENT, Doisetoae Tila seam ASAP. Pinder 408-2263365.
&Jackson. No pets. No drugs. Cl
295-5848. $500 mo includes util.

DUMERS

WORD PROCESSING

CENTRAL YMCA YOUTH SPORTS
Volunteer Coaches Needed!!! The
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing Central YMCA is looking for volunTheses, Term Papers. Resumes, teers to coach youth spats teams
ages 3 to 14 years old. The sports
Gray Projects. etc.
All formats, specializing in APA.
offered are basketball, roller hocley
Miao/mini tape transcription. Fax. & soccer. Sessions are six weeks
Experienced, dependable,
long with practices one night a
quick return.
week & games on Saturdays. For
Call Linda 408-264-4504.
more info, please contact Natalia
Mercadal, Youth Sports Director.
Central YMCA 408-298-1717x 15.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

11EIRB

A Whole New Phase Of Creativity
In the search for originality- in
business, the arts, the sciences
where we start makes all the
difference. Read this free article
online at: tenv.csjournaLcom.

BO-LINGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Algebra- Geometry
Statistics Trig Calculus
Physics: Mechanics- Electric
SAT - GED - CBEST - ESL - TOEFL
Computer: Vis.Basic. Vis.C++
Spanish: All levels
Call: Michael 408-2967576
Email: tutor90763@aolcom

VivaSmart.com Compares TEXT
BOOK pricers from Spartan Bookstore. Varsity. BigWords. Borders.
and more than 10 others to find
the best deal on your books. Free
service. Just click through to
buy www.VIvaSmart.com

HEALTH & BMW
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486
vvere.bworks.com/elec/
practice/briseno.htm

OPPORTUNITIES
FINALLY!
Internet-Based Business
Proven to Produce Immediate
Massive Income.
vvww.skybizreps.oam/education2
(415)4850407

Daily
ROSS WORD
ACROSS
Brown pigment
Young hog
Ordinance
Christmas
dinner for the
Cratchits
15 Arizona town
16- Khan
17 Antebellum skirt
parts
18 Winter
constellation
19 Porky or Petunia
20 WWII sub
22 Look happy
24 Intrigued
28 Rented
29 Mercury, e.g.
30 Turnpikes
32 - Hashana
33 Leading
35 Roman
statesman
39 Terrier of
filmdom
40 World Series
mo.
41 Prima donna’s
song
42 Prom attendee
43 Mirror
45 Hairdressers’
aids
46 Inch along
48 Empower
50 Warm over
53 Poet’s hair
54 Wrong
55 Arthur C. Clarke
genre
57 Kind of
meditation
58 Hue
60 Soul food
65 Unit of work
66 Slacken off
67 Bronco, 0g.
68 Do batik
69 Citrus frui s
70 Poke bet
1
6
11
14

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

DUNN UNOM
MOMO
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DURO WWMOUN
UEIMUMMR ORM
MMNMOMNM
WNRMO
NORM MUM] MOM
INUORM
NORMUMOM
ORM UMUMONW
UMMOMM MMMN
=ORM WWRM OUR
MOO UMMR RMWMO
UOUM UOUM MOWN
ORMO
RUM VERO
0 1999. United Feeture Syndicate

DOWN
1 Expression of
disgust
2 Barnyard sound
3 Ghost’s hello
4 Mind reader’s
power
5 Job seeker’s
need
6 Waited in line
Juno,
to the
7
Greeks
8 Skip
9 GI’s address
10 Stiffened
11 - lazuli
12 Nimble
13 Made war
21 Gamma
predecessor
23 Cosmetics
purchases
24 Jack of nursery
rhymes
25 Shut
26 Waste maker
27 Beautifies
28 Youngster

30
31
34
36
37
38
43
44
47
49
50
51
52
53
55
56
59
61
62
63
64

Summarize
Quaker product
Golfer’s target
Bedouins, e.g.
Deed
Caravan stops
Acquire
Feudal servant
Mischief-maker
Sounds from
the stable
Demolished
Familiar
abrasive
Door part
Becomes
bored
Loud noise
Sheep’s
home
Kimono sash
Compost
Keogh
alternative
Expression of
disapproval
Bishop’s
jurisdiction
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Students
Continued from pg 1
has been appointed by the governor, according to Lance Lewis, the
State
Student
California
Association’s director of governmental relations.
"We are excited that the bill
was signed, but we are also very
concerned that we don’t have our
current student rep," said
Stephanie Rahlfs, California
State Student Association president. "This puts a damper on
things."
Bill AB 213 was sponsored by
the California State Student
Association, Lewis said.
The California State Student
Association represents the interests of each California State

University
University system school. The
Associated Students president of
each school serves on the board of
Student
the
California
Association.
The newly-appointed trustee
will serve a two-year term. The
new trustee will spend the first
year observing how the board
works and contributing in discussions. The second will be spent
voting and participating in the
board’s decisions.
Only one of the two student
representatives will be able to
vote during a given year, a concession Davila said had to be made in
order to get an increase in student
involvement.
"There will be one student who
votes, and one non-voting
trustee," said Ken Swisher,
California student association
manager of media relations .

"The idea is that the student
in waiting would have one year of
experience in the meetings and
discussions, he said."
The board is structured similar
to the University of California
Board of Regents, Davila said.
Having the presence of two students on the board will increase
the presence and influence of students’ opinions, he said.
The implementation of the bill
is in the works, according to
Lewis. The process for appointment of a new student representative will begin in November,
with applicants from all CSU
schools being submitted to the
governor, who will make the
appointment.
"I hope it won’t take this long
to appoint the second trustee,"
Lewis said.

Talk show killer sentenced 25 to 50
PONTIAC, Mich. (API
Jonathan Schmitz was sentenced to 25 to 50 years in
prison today for killing a gay
acquaintance who revealed a
crush on him during a taping of
"The Jenny Jones Show."
Schmitz trembled as Oakland
County Circuit Court Judge
Wendy Potts sentenced him for
the 1995 shotgun slaying of
Scott Amedure.
"The sentence of this court
will rob you of your youth," Potts
told Schmitz. It was the same
sentence he had received after
his first murder trial. The previous conviction was overturned
on appeal.

Amedure’s weeping mother
asked Potts to give Schmitz a
long prison term.
"When will we be able to get
on with our lives? When will justice be served and be final?"
Patricia Graves said, her voice
cracking. Amedure’s father,
Frank Amedure Sr., also wept as
he spoke, telling the judge, "I’ll
never see my son’s smile again."
Schmitz was convicted Aug.
26 of second-degree murder in
the shotgun death of Amedure,
who had appeared with him for
a March 1995 taping of the talk
show.
During the episode titled
"Same-Sex Secret Crushes,"

Amedure revealed his crush on
Schmitz. During the taping,
Schmitz said he was heterosexual.
Schmitz killed Amedure
three days later in the victim’s
home.
In April, jurors in a civil
wrongful death case against
Warner Bros., the corporate parent of "The Jenny Jones Show,"
awarded Amedure’s family $25
million. That verdict is being
appealed.
Ms. Jones and the producers
of the show were not called to
testify at the criminal trial, as
they had been in the first criminal trial and the civil trial.

Threat of
hurricane
evacuates
southeast
COCOA BEACH, Fla. (AP)
Heavy rain from one of the most
fearsome storms of the century
began to lash the coast ahead of
Hurricane Floyd Tuesday night,
as evacuees from Florida to the
Carolinas streamed inland in
bumper-to-bumper traffic.
Nearly 2 million people were
told to get out of the way as Floyd
skirted the north-central Florida
coast, menacing an area from
Cape Canaveral to Jacksonville
with 140 mph winds. The monstrous, 600-mile storm bigger
than the whole state of Florida
threatened to roll ashore early
Thursday, probably in Georgia or
South Carolina.
Heavy rain began falling from
West Palm Beach to Cape
Canaveral Tuesday evening, with
forecasters expecting tropical
storm winds to come ashore just
before dawn and hurricane force
winds greater than 74 mph late
Wednesday morning, if the, storm
continued its current path.
By 8 p.m., Floyd was centered
205 miles east-southeast of Cape
Canaveral, moving northwest at
12 mph. Its winds had eased from
Monday’s 155 mph, but it was
still a Category 4 storm, the second most powerful hurricane designation.
"If this thing parallels us, it
could act like a weed-eater going
up the coast," said Craig Fugate
of the Florida Emergency
Operations Center.
Forecasters expected the eye
of the storm to come within 50
miles of Daytona Beach early
Wednesday afternoon as it moves
north. Landfall was projected
close to Charleston, S.C., by early
Thursday, said meteorologist
Jeremy Pennington with the
National Hurricane Center
Walt Disney World closed
early because of the weather for
the first time in its 28-year history. Other Orlando-area resorts
like Universal Studios and
SeaWorld also shut down.
At Cape Canaveral’s nearly
deserted Kennedy Space Center,
102 workers volunteered to stay
behind to ride out Floyd, which
NASA feared could destroy
launch pads and the hangars
where all four space shuttles are
kept.
"Everybody else is gone. It’s
kind of eerie out here," NASA
spokesman George Diller, one of
the volunteers, said by telephone
from a fortified building at the
space center.
President Clinton issued preemptive disaster declarations for
Florida and Georgia to enable
recovery efforts to begin as quickly as possible. He also planned to
return a day early from his trip
to New Zealand.
Emergency
Federal
The
Management Agency set up a
staging area in Atlanta, stockpiling food, ice, water, cots, sleeping
blankets, generators,
bags,
portable toilets, flashlights and
plastic sheeting so that they
could be delivered to hard-hit
areas in a hurry
To ease traffic out of
of
lanes
all
Charleston,
Interstate 26 were switched over
to westbound traffic.
"We are getting out of Dodge,"
said Phyllis Cusack of Daytona
Beach, who was driving westward on Interstate 10 with her
daughter. "We’re just going to
drive and find a hotel, and we
brought pillows in case we don’t
find one.

You can just go to

www.18OOCOLLECT.com
1-800-1OILLECT
Save a Bud or Mo.
Savings vs. dialing "0" with AT&T.
No purchase necessary. Open to U.S. residents. Void where prohibited. For Official Rules, go to www.win25000.1800C0LLECT.com
or send a SASE to: Win $25,000 Rules, PO. Box 5086, Blair, NE 68009-5086. Sweepstakes ends 10/15/99.
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